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Biographical Note: 
Marion Carlton Smith (1905-1984) was born in Broad Ripple, near Indianapolis, Indiana, to 
Rosa Middleton Smith and David Reubin Smith. During summers in high school, he worked for 
both his high school math teacher and his father, where he gained practical knowledge in 
construction through carpentry and concrete work. By the time Smith graduated from Broad 
Ripple High School in 1924, his interest in architecture was evident. Although he never received 
a formal education in architecture, he gained his knowledge from working in local architecture 
firms and eventually opened his own firm. His first job in the field of architecture was likely with 
Henry L. Simons Company, a firm that was exceptionally active in the realm of high-end 
residential work.  
 
He left the H. L. Simons Company to work for Edward James, a prominent Indianapolis 
architect. James encouraged Smith to apply for his architect’s license, which he did in 1930, 
when he became the 291st architect registered in Indiana. Smith continued to work for James in 
the early 1930s and then worked with architect Virgil Hoagland from 1935 to 1936.  Smith 
opened his own firm in 1937 as a sole proprietorship using the professional name M. Carlton 
Smith. Throughout World War II many architects struggled to keep their businesses open when 
residential and small business commissions were scarce. During this time Smith worked for 
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Lukas-Harold Corporation at the Naval Ordnance Plant in Indianapolis. 
 
After World War II, Smith returned to Edward James Associates. He helped to design the 
Women’s Dormitory Building at Indiana University in Bloomington, Indiana, and other 
residential projects throughout Indianapolis, including the Arden, Windcombe, Brendonwood 
and Wellington Estates subdivisions. He also designed several residences along Meridian Street 
in Indianapolis.  
 
Smith primarily worked independently, but was known to work on projects with architect Orville 
Williamson and Virgil C. Hoagland. He hired his brother Floyd Smith, Charles D. Ward, and 
Rollin Shuttleworth to work as architects and draftsmen at his firm. The collective body of 
Smith’s work is comprised of primarily high-end residences, with few commercial renovations.  
 
M. Carlton Smith was not a member of any civic organizations, but he was affiliated with the 
American Institute of Architects, the Construction League, and the Producers League. Smith 
married Mary Virginia Hendershott Smith and they had a son, Gregory Lee Smith, in 1930. 
Smith never officially closed the firm, as he used it to help his son Gregory become a designer 
and builder. M. Carlton Smith died September 2, 1984.       
 
Sources: 
Letter from Gregory L. Smith to the Drawings and Documents Archive, January 30, 2013. 
Material in the collection. 
 
Scope and Contents: 
The collection contains 701 sheets of architectural drawings, sketches and renderings by M. 
Carlton Smith, dating from 1932-1969. This collection includes 241 different architecture 
projects and five document files containing personal and professional papers. These include 
clippings about projects, a copy of Smith’s architecture license, portrait photograph, and business 
stationery. Also included are two 1990s reference materials written about houses designed by 
Smith, one with highlights and notations by Smith’s son, Gregory Smith.  
 
The drawings are mostly designs for private residences in Indianapolis; however there are some 
examples of commercial additions and remodeling jobs. Other drawing sets are for vacation 
cottages, fraternity house, stadium, recreation center, Union Chapel Cemetery, the Armentrout 
building and the Indianapolis Mirror Company.  Most of the work is by Smith but a few projects 
are by other architects, Rollin Shuttleworth and Charles D. Ward.  The drawings are arranged 
chronologically. 
 
Conditions Governing Access:  
This collection is open for research.  
 
Copyright Notice:  
Legal title, copyright, and literary rights reside with Drawings and Documents Archive, Archives 
and Special Collections, Ball State University Libraries, Muncie, IN. All requests to publish or 
quote from manuscripts must be submitted to Drawings and Documents Archive. 
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Custodial History:  
The M. Carlton Smith Architectural Drawings were received by Drawings and Documents 
Archive as a donation from Greg Smith on 2012/12/13. 
 
Accruals:  
No additions are expected. 
 
Processing Information:  
Collection processing completed  
Finding aid created 2013/4/4 by; revised 2013/5/03 by Carol Street. 
 
Arrangement:  
The M. Carlton Smith Architectural Drawings are arranged chronologically. 
 
Collection Inventory: 
 Catalog no. 48- 001 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title J. J. Cole, Jr. residence 
 Location 4925 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1932 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 13 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 28 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 002 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title American Estate residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 003 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Dungan winter residence, "Flor-Inda" 
 Location Naples, FL 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 23 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 004 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dudley Gallahue residence 
 Location 4404 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 28 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 005 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title A. R. Holliday residence 
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 Location Golden Hills Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 24 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 006 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Indianapolis Home Builders Association model home 
 Location N. Delaware Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 007 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Colonial Revival residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 24 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 008 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title H. F. Reinke residence 
 Location E. 45th Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 009 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Sturm residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> presentation drawing: 12 sheet; col. pencil on tracing  
 paper; 16 x 21 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 010 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Waymire residence 
 Location N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 14 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 13 x 17 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 011 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Bridges and Graves Company residence 
 Location 243 N. Delaware St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 11 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 32 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 012 Storage code(s) ff 
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 Project title Drs. L. B. Hurt and J. E. Spahr Clinic 
 Location 635 E. 59th Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1938 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 013 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title F. B. Poe residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1938 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 10 x 14 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 014 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title French Colonial residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1939 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 20 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 015 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. Roy Meyers office building 
 Location Brookside and Rural Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1939 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 14 x 32 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 016 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title J. H. Holtman residence 
 Location 92nd Street and S. R. 431, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1939 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 14 x 31 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 017 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified recreation center 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1939 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing  
 paper; 17 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 018 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reisser residence 
 Location 224 Pennridge Dr., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1939 
 Records >> Architectural and presentation drawings, includes  
 interiors: 4 sheets; col. Pencil on tracing paper; 18 x  
 39 in. and smaller 
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 Catalog no. 48- 019 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Delta Gamma House, Butler University 
 Location 737 W. Hampton Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1936-1948 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 25 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 020 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Ascher residence 
 Location E. 110th Street, Carmel, Hamilton Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 22 sheets, pencil, col. Pencil  
 on tracing paper, 22 x 39 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 021 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Edwin B. Ash residence 
 Location 5200 Fauvre Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 27 x 40 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 022 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Harold Bates residence 
 Location Northern Hills subdivision, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 38 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 023 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title C. B. Durham Company, doctor's office building 
 Location Broadway St. and Westfield Blvd, Indianapolis, Marion Co.,  
 IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 10 x 35 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 024 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence, job 201-40 
 Location N. New Jersey St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 10 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 025 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. James E. Jobes residence 
 Location Wynnedale Addition, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
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 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 12 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 026 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Ch. (Charles) Keever residence 
 Location 5228 College Avenue, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet, pencil on tracing paper, 
  15 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 027 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Thrushfield, Gordon T. Kelly residence 
 Location Old Orchard Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 14 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 23 x 32 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 028 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Albert L. Frankel residence 
 Location N. Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1941 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 37 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 029 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title F. A. Hackett residence 
 Location Lawrence Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1941 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 19 x 42 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 030 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence, job 413 
 Location Brendonwood subdivision, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1941 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 031 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence, job 411 
 Location Brendonwood subdivision, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1941 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 20 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 032 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence, job 412 
 Location Sylvan Estates, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1941 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 033 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Howard Kister residence 
 Location 7600 Morningside Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1941 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 14 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 034 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. C.F. Lauenstein residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1941 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 035 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Ed Rouls residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1941 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 31 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 036 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Greens keeper's residence, Highland Golf and Country Club 
 Location W. 52nd Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1944 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 33 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 037 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title W. D. Allison Company office building 
 Location 1133 Burdsal Parkway, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1945 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 24 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 038 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Henry T. Davis residence 
 Location Morningside Dr., Williams Creek Estates, Indianapolis,  
 Marion Co., IN 
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 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1945 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 33 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 039 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title C. H. Barger residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1946 
 Records A. architectural drawings: 17 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 19 x 32 in. 
 B. sketches: 2 sheets, pencil on on business stationery 
 C. design reference clippings: "Cape Cod in Columbus,  
 Ohio," The American Home, 1941; "Condensed  
 Specifications for Certigrade Home." date unknown 
 Catalog no. 48- 040 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Doctor's office for Weddle & Wisehart 
 Location Lebanon, Boone Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940-1946 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 37 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 041 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Ranch-style residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s-1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 10 x 28 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 042 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler residence 
 Location 8400 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1946 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 26 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 043 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title P. O. Bonham residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 11 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 19 x 31 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 044 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title O. L. Dresher residence 
 Location E. 75th St. and Washington Blvd, Indianapolis, Marion Co.,  
 IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947-1948 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 12 sheets, pencil on tracing  
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 paper, 18 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 045 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. Vernon Hahn residence 
 Location IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 26 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, blackline, 21 x 44 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 046 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title D. A. Mcmahill residence 
 Location Crow's Nest Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 26 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 047 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Fred Steuben residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year Rollin Shuttleworth, architect; 1947 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, black line, 20 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 048 Storage code(s) 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. David Smith residence, Williams Creek Estates 
 Location High Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith, R. L. Shuttleworth, architects; H. L.  
 Bartholomew, builder; 1947-1948 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 25 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 049 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Spickelmier Company building, commercial 
 Location 1001 E. 52nd St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 19 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 050 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Aluminum casement details 
 Location Brendonwood subdivision, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; ca. 1947 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet, pencil on tracing paper, 
  11.5 x 21.5 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 051 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Bert Kingan, Sr., residence 
 Location 
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 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 24 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 052 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title William Davis residence, Williams Creek 
 Location Morningside Dr. and College Ave., Indianapolis, Marion Co., 
  IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 11 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 23 x 28 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 053 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Armentrout building exterior remodel, commercial 
 Location Broad Ripple Ave., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1948 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 42 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 054 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. Paul J. Fouts residence 
 Location N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1948 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 055 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title W. D. Kibler, Jr. residence 
 Location Springmill Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1948 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 14 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 19 x 35 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 056 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. Roy Myers residence 
 Location 4450 E. Kessler Blvd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1948 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 16 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 39 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 057 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title A. E. Butler residence 
 Location 6600 Barr-Will Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1949 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 28 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 058 Storage code(s) ff 
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 Project title Gold and Black Grill restaurant 
 Location 301 University, West Lafayette, Tippecanoe Co., IN 
 Authorship, year Rollin Shuttleworth, architect; 1949 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 059 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title C. K. Hepburn residence 
 Location 7600 Morningside Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1949 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 11 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 31 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 060 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. Russel Hippensteel residence 
 Location 7780 N. Pennsylvania, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1949 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 31 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 061 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title R. M. Loomis residence 
 Location W. 65th Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1949 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 11 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 32 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 062 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Fred Melcher residence 
 Location Lakeside Drive, 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1949 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 27 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 063 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. J.M. Dulin porch addition, Sherwood Village  
 subdivision 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1949 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  17 x 37 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 064 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Carter and Walker office building remodel 
 Location 666 E. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1949 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 31 in. and smaller. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 065 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Tappan residence 
 Location Spring Hollow, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 23 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 066 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Brendonwood subdivision residence, cabinet and shelves 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1952 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  17 x 25 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 067 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title S. Hittle residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 32 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 068 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Foster Oldshue residence, Wellington Estates  
 subdivision 
 Location lot 42 E. Holliday Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 069 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title E. K. Goss residence 
 Location 8577 Washington Boulevard, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 37 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 070 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title R.C. Grams residence 
 Location 7277 Washington Blvd, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, vellum, 22 x 28 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 071 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence for lot 23, Windcombe Addition 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 25 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 072 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title C. A. Michel residence 
 Location Anderson, Madison Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, blackline, 24 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 073 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title George Heidenreich residence 
 Location 210 W. 64th St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1951 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 14 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 40 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 074 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Jesse Overman residence 
 Location 5300 Grandview Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1951 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 26 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 075 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title K. V. Pearson lake cottage 
 Location Franklin Place, 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1951 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 12 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 23 x 27 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 076 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mitchell residence 
 Location 6440 Dean Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1951-1952 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 23 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 077 Storage code(s) 
 Project title Rodney Hankins residence 
 Location 517 W. 93rd Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1953 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 10 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 078 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title George Hoster residence 
 Location Spring Hollow, 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1953 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 24 x 32 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 079 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Residence porch details 
 Location 477 W. 93rd St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1952 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 26 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 080 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Walter Veon residence remodel 
 Location 6208 College Avenue, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 22 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 081 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title A. D. Ward residence 
 Location 490 W. 93rd Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1953-1957 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 32 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 082 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title J. T. Heckel residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1960 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet, pancil on tracing paper 
 Catalog no. 48- 083 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Grant residence alterations and additions,  
 Traders Point subdivision 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1954 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  23 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 084 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Indianapolis Mirror Company building 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1954 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing  
 paper; 17 x 29 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 085 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. R.J. Layton residence 
 Location 7550 Morningside Dr., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1954 
 Records >> architectural drawings, includes interiors: 5 sheets;  
 pencil on tracing paper; 21 x 32 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 086 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Nr, and Mrs. William Miller residence 
 Location 4025 Ashbourne Lane, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1954 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 19 x 31 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 087 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; ca. 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet, pencil on tracing paper, 
  9 x 14 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 088 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Frank Weaver residence 
 Location Meridian Hills, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1954-1955 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 23 x 32 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 089 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Chas (Charles) Bookwalter residence 
 Location Hamilton, Madison Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1954-55 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 31 sheets, pencil, col. Pencil  
 on tracing paper, 25 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 090 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Northeast Baptist Church 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1958 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  20 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 091 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. Richter residence 
 Location 5802 Hoover Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1955 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 11 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 23 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 092 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s-1960s 
 Records >> Architectural drawings, sketches: 6 sheets, pencil on  
 tracing paper, 22 x 28 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 093 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Paul Dye residence 
 Location 530 W. 79th Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1956 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 18 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 094 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Hollett residence 
 Location Cedar Knolls Road, 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1956-1957 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 13 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 27 x 34 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 095 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title James E. Knott residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1956 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 14 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 096 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reisser residence 
 Location 381 W. 81st Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1956 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 21 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 32 in. and smaller 
 Notes See also 48-018 for Reisser residence, 1939. 
 Catalog no. 48- 097 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Sweeney residence addition 
 Location 10500 Ditch Road, Carmel, Hamilton Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1956 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 29 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 098 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Jean Black residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1957 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 20 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 099 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title William Elder residence 
 Location 7801 Springmill Rd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1957 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 10 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 36 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 100 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Hanna residence 
 Location 9157 Spring Hollow Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1957 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 12 sheets; pencil on tracing  
 paper; 19 x 35 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 101 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title John Meyer residence 
 Location 7767 Springmill Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1957-1958 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 15 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 24 x 33 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 102 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Raber residence 
 Location 265 Williams Court, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1957 
 Records >> sketches, structural drawings: 20 sheets, pencil on  
 tracing paper, 19 x 32 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 103 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Classic Revival residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s-1960s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 28 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 104 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Gardis residence addition 
 Location 470 W. 93rd Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1953-58 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 10 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 34 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 105 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s-1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 25 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 106 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. William T. Leffler residence 
 Location 250 E. 70th Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1955 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 24 x 35 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 107 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Ralph Burns residence 
 Location 9597 Copley Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1959 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 108 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Robert Cronin residence 
 Location Hartford City, Blackford Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1959 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 15 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 28 x 34 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 109 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. Charles W. Cure residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1959 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 13 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 110 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Ryan residence 
 Location 7887 Springmill Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1959 
 Records >> architectural drawings, 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 111 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title J. W. Costin residence 
 Location 7928 High Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1960 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 112 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence, Job 43 
 Location Brendonridge subdivision, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1960 
 Records >> architectural drawings: pencil, col. pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 28 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 113 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. J. B. White residence 
 Location Brendanwood subdivision, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1960 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 16 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 23 x 36 in. and smaller 
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 Catalog no. 48- 114 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. J.B. White residence, Brendonwood subdivision 
 Location Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith 
 Records >> architectural drawings, includes interiors: 4 sheets;  
 pencil on tracing paper; 14 x 24 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 115 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Max Jackson residence, proposed remodel 
 Location 7919 Englewood Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1961 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil, col. pencil on 
  tracing paper, 18 x 28 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 116 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. George Mueller residence, Williams Creek  
 subdivision 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1960 
 Records >> architectural drawings, includes interiors: 3 sheets;  
 pencil on tracing paper; 20 x 34 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 117 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title E. S. Pulliam residence 
 Location 8830 Pickwick Drive, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1961 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 16 sheets, pencil, col. Pencil  
 on tracing paper, 19 x 33 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 118 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title John E. Storer residence 
 Location Green Braes subdivision, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1964 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 25 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 37 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 119 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title J. R. Howard residence 
 Location 6047 Brokenhurst Rd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1962 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 20 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 27 x 35 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 120 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence, Job 627 
 Location N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1962 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
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 paper, 14 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 121 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. David Lloyd residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1962 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil, col. Pencil on 
  tracing paper, 20 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 122 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. Walton residence 
 Location 8007 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1962 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 20 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 25 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 123 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Hapak residence, lot 20, second section, 
  Somerset Hills subdivision 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1963-64 
 Records >> architectural, electrical, site plan drawings: 28  
 sheets, pencil on tracing paper, 17 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 124 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Wendell Rowe residence 
 Location 5548 Surrey Hill Circle, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1963 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 10 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 125 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Bud Vickery residence 
 Location 509 W. 93rd Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1952-1963 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 12 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 35 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 126 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title M. L. McDermond residence, proposed 
 Location 430 Pine Dr., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1964-1965 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 19 x 32 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 127 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Split-level ranch residence 
 Location 
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 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 14 x 26 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 128 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. David Lockton residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1968 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 41 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 129 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Russell Miller residence 
 Location East Kessler Blvd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1968 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets; pencil on tracing  
 paper; 24 x 31 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 130 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Douglas Shortridge residence 
 Location 623 Round Hill Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1969 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 18 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 26 x 34 in. and smaller. 
 Catalog no. 48- 131 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence 
 Location 7827 Windcombe Blvd, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s-1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 33 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 132 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence 
 Location 7843 Windcombe Blvd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 11 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 29 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 133 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title C. O. Alig, Jr. residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 11 x 17 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 134 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Anglers Clubhouse 
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 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  20 x 34 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 135 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title John C. Appel residence 
 Location 6380 Springmill Road, Carmel, Hamilton Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 15 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 136 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title H. L. Bartholomew residence 
 Location 7400 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s-1960s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 39 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 137 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Batman residence 
 Location Delaware and Washington Boulevard, Indianapolis, Marion  
 Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s-1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 14 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 34 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 138 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title James Bright residence 
 Location 633 Somerset Dr., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1963 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 24 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 24 x 35 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 139 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mrs. E. A. Carson residence 
 Location US Road 31, IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s-1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 140 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Leroy Carson residence 
 Location 3529 Watson Road, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1939 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 21 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 141 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title A. Lee Clifford, Jr. residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1945-1950 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 142 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title James L. Darlington residence 
 Location 517 Somerset Dr., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1966-1967 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 20 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 28 x 34 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 143 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Delta Kappa Epsilon trophy case 
 Location DePauw University S. Locust Street, Greencastle, Putnam  
 Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  20 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 144 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title C. B. Dutton residence 
 Location 5151 Fauvre Road, 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s-1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 19 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 145 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title E. W. Camp residence 
 Location Wellington Rd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1946 
 Records A. architectural drawings: 14 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 36 in. 
 B. topographical map: 1 sheet, pencil on paper, 24 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 146 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Fauvre landscape plan of terrace and walks 
 Location 44 Wellington Rd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing  
 paper; 16 x 26 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 147 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title R. G. Ferrell residence 
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 Location 57th Street and Carvel, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 19 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 148 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Gleason residence 
 Location Delaware Commons, Carmel, Hamilton Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 1 sheet, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 28 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 149 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title W. B. Goodin residence 
 Location Allisonville Estate, IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 27 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 150 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Thomas Grinslade residence 
 Location 210 E. 70th St. and Delaware St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., 
  IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1962 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 20 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 35 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 151 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Hickam residence addition and alterations 
 Location 7050 N. Pennsylvania, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet, pencil on tracing paper, 
  15 x 20 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 152 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title French Colonial residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s-1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, blueprints, 16 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 153 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Higgins garage extension 
 Location 622 E. 75th Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 1 sheet, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 24 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 154 Storage code(s) ff 
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 Project title P. I. Higley residence remodel 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 155 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. Byron Hollet carport 
 Location 5797 Sunset Lane, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  16 x 24 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 156 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residences, two variations 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 26 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 157 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Tom Husselman residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 23 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 158 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Phillip C. Johnson residence 
 Location Mooresville, Morgan Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950 
 Records >> architectural drawings, sketches: 19 sheets, pencil,  
 col. Pencil on tracing paper, 24 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 159 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mrs. Pierce J. Landers residence 
 Location 46th Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 10 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 20 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 160 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Perry Lesh guest house 
 Location Brendonwood subdivision, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s-1960s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 28 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 161 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Arden subdivision plat map 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year Drawn by J.C. Wilkerson; undated 
 Records >> map: 1 sheet; print on paper; 18 x 17 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 162 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title McGrath tool house 
 Location 4355 Washington Boulevard, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> sketches: 1 sheet, pencil on tracing paper, 18 x 15.5 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 163 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title W. J. Millikan residence 
 Location Kessler Blvd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 28 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 164 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Ira A. Minnick residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 11 x 16 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 165 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Parr residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s-1960s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 166 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residences 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1936-1950s 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: pencil on tracing paper, 24 x 36 
  in. and smaller. 
 Catalog no. 48- 167 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Charles D. Ward residences 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1930s-1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 21 in. and smaller 
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 Catalog no. 48- 168 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mrs. A. E. Carson residence 
 Location 2620 E. Kessler Dr., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; ca. 1945 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on paper,  
 vellum, 9 x 17 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 169 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title W. B. Schmoll residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1960s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 23 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 170 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title W. R. Sinclair garage addition 
 Location 5797 Sunset Lane, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1952 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 19 x 25 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 171 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stebbing, Jr. residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; ca. 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 16 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 172 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title A. L. Taggard III residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1957-1958 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 10 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 36 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 173 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Taylor Wilson residence kitchen cabinet details 
 Location 10101 Ditch Rd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  14 x 17 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 174 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified stadium 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s-1960s 
 Records >> Architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 25 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 175 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residences 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s-1960s 
 Records >> Sketches: 7 sheets, pencil on tracing paper, 20 x 36 in. 
  and smaller. 
 Catalog no. 48- 176 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Robert E. Walker residence 
 Location W. 46th St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935-1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 177 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Wellington Estates site plan 
 Location Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; undated 
 Records >> map: 1 sheet, blueprint, 22 x 35 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 178 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Classic Revival residence 
 Location Westfield Blvd, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1930s-1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings, site plans: 7 sheets, pencil on  
 tracing paper, 18 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 179 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residences and commercial 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1930s-1940s 
 Records >> Sketches, renderings: 13 sheets, photostats, pencil on  
 tracing paper, 13 x 24 in. and smaller. 
 Catalog no. 48- 180 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Eugene Wright residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 20 x 26 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 181 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence, window panel detail 
 Location 416 W. 77th St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 13 x 22 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 182 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Steel layout, unknown project 
 Location 530 W. 79th St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1956 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  13 x 23 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 183 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title William Grady yard and garden building 
 Location Westfield Blvd., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1960 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheet; pencil on tracing paper; 
  20 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 184 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. John Bookwalter residence, guest house, and  
 garage addition 
 Location W. Kessler Boulevard, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1937-1949 
 Records A. architectural drawings: 21 sheets, pencil, col. Pencil  
 on tracing paper; 14 x 28 in. 
 B. architectural drawings for guest house and garage  
 addition: 2 sheets, pencil, col. Pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 31 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 185 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Mr. and Mrs. Walt Veon residence 
 Location 7851 Forest Lane, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1953 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 31 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 186 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Thomas Obrien residence 
 Location 207 W. 77th Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1961 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 15 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 21 x 34 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 187 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title C. H. Kuhlman residence 
 Location 540 W. 92nd Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1954 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 34 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 188 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Keith Hepburn residence 
 Location 
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 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947 
 Records >> preliminary drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing paper, 
  16 x 24 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 189 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title William Pruitt residence 
 Location N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1930s-1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 190 Storage code(s) 
 Project title CW Craig Company tea room 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1939 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 11 x 28 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 191 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title William F. Steck store building remodel 
 Location 4923 College Ave., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1947-1948 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 18 x 27 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 192 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Dr. and Mrs H. P. Werkman residence 
 Location Lot 47 Brendonwood subdivision, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 19 x 34 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 193 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title F. G. Cheney residence 
 Location Putnam St., Williamston, Ingham Co., MI 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1939 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 22 x 28 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 194 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Greorge Kuhn, Jr. residence, alterations 
 Location W. 93rd St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1962 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 23 x 32 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 195 Storage code(s) ff 
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 Project title Colonial Revival residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1930s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 16 x 19 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 196 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Classic Revival residence 
 Location Old Colony Rd. and E. 45th St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 9 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 13 x 20 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 197 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified two-story residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1936 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 9 x 15 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 198 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified two-story residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; ca. 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 11 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 199 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified two-story residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; ca. 1935 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 14 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 200 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Tudor Revival residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1930s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 8 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 201 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Tudor Revival residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1930s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 11 x 19 in. and smaller 
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 Catalog no. 48- 202 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Ranch-style residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1939 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 203 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Ranch-style residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; ca. 1940 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 12 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 204 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Colonial Revival residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 30 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 205 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Smith's architecture office signage and shed 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1930s 
 Records >> architectural drawing: 1 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 36 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 206 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Colonial Revival residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 5 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 207 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Cottage 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s-1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 17 x 39 in. and smaller 
 Catalog no. 48- 208 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Ranch-style residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; ca. 1950 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 14 x 21 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 209 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Classic Revival residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 6 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 15 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 210 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Cabin 
 Location 333 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 14 x 23 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 211 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Ranch-style residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 3 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 11 x 21 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 212 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 4 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 14 x 23 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 213 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Tudor Revival residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1940s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 11 x 32 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 214 Storage code(s) ff 
 Project title Unidentified residence 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1950s 
 Records >> architectural drawings: 2 sheets, pencil on tracing  
 paper, 14 x 18 in. 
 Catalog no. 48- 215 Storage code(s) MSS bx 
 Project title Letter from Gregory Smith to the archives regarding M.  
 Carlton Smith biographical information 
 Location 
 Authorship, year Gregory Smith; 2013 
 Records >> 3 typewritten pages, 8.5 x 11 in. 
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 Catalog no. 48- 216 Storage code(s) MSS bx 
 Project title Smith, M. Carlton portrait photograph 
 Location 
 Authorship, year Gregory Smith; 2010s 
 Records >> Photographic reprint of original 1930s portrait 
 Catalog no. 48- 217 Storage code(s) MSS bx 
 Project title Smith, M. Carlton architect's state license, Indiana 
 Location 
 Authorship, year State of Indiana; 1930 
 Records >> Color photocopy of architect's license from 1930 
 Catalog no. 48- 218 Storage code(s) MSS bx 
 Project title Smith, M. Carlton and Virgil C. Hoagland business stationery 
 Location 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith, Virgil C. Hoagland; 1930s 
 Records >> 4 sheets, 
 Catalog no. 48- 219 Storage code(s) MSS bx 
 Project title "Atrium puts bit of Spain in McDermond home" Indianapolis  
 Star. April 30, 1967. 
 Location 475 W. 91st Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year M. Carlton Smith; 1967 
 Records >> Newspaper clipping. Contains note: "This is the house  
 Carlton built took over a year to build.” 
 Catalog no. 48- 220 Storage code(s) MSS bx 
 Project title The Main Stem: The History and Architecture of North  
 Meridian Street 
 Location 
 Authorship, year Publication: David J. Bodenhamer, Lamont Hulse, Elizabeth  
 B. Monroe; notations by Gregory Smith 
 Records >> Photocopies, with highlights and notations by Gregory  
 Smith. 
 Catalog no. 48- 221 Storage code(s) MSS bx 
 Project title St. Margaret's Hospital Guild 33rd Annual Decorators' Show  
 House program booklet, 1994. Profiles house designed by M.  
 Carlton Smith 
 Location 4801 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Marion Co., IN 
 Authorship, year St. Margaret's Hospital Guild; 1994 
 Records >> Program booklet: 72 pages, color, 8.5 x 11 in. 
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